
Supercharge Your Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 for Customer Engagement 

CRM Monitoring

Get a handle on your everyday CRM performance with our 
comprehensive and customised monitoring package. 

To minimise negative impact on your day-to-day operations we 
take a proactive approach to letting you know about small issues 
before they become big problems, which disrupt your business. 
For example, one of our clients’ systems had an issue, which they 
weren’t aware of as it was something technical behind the scenes. 
As they had Fusion5’s CRM Monitoring in place we were on top of it 
before it caused a problem, and we had them back up and running 
with virtually no interruption, down-time or disruption to their 
team or their customers, ensuring there was no data corruption or 
fallout.

What can we monitor and report on?

CRM uptime/response time

Portal uptime/response time

Failed system jobs

Pending systems jobs  
(alerts if stuck in pending for over ‘X’ seconds)

Systems jobs waiting for resources  
(alerts if stuck in waiting status for over ‘X’ seconds)

Incoming email

Email failures

Emails in pending status  
(alerts if stuck in pending for over ‘X’ seconds)

SSL certificate expiry 

Automated Testing 

Ensure the integrity of your system with Automated Testing, while 
saving time and resources. Enjoy peace of mind that Microsoft’s 
Online Continuous Updates will roll-out without issues!

With Fusion5’s Automated Testing we can eliminate the ad-hoc 
quality of testing associated with resourcing this manually. Testing 
is something best left to experts, ensuring nothing is missed 
and your valuable team members can do what they do best. Our 
process is built to test your CRM’s out-of-the-box functionality 
and identify system bugs before they go into production. You can 
be confident that your CRM has been properly tested - in a timely 
manner - for all deployments. 

On completion of the automated testing we produce a report and 
can help work through how to resolve any issues.  

What can we automate for testing?

Create contact

Deactivate an account

Create new email

Search for a contact 

Create an appointment

Login to Dynamics 365

Search for an account 

We can also customise these scripts to align with key business 
processes within your company.

Maximise the performance of 
your Dynamics 365 and drive 
continuous value from your 
investment! 

Select from  
our 8 CRM  

Supercharge options  
(or mix and match) 

from as little as $250 a 
month. 
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Administration Training

Microsoft Dynamics is ever-changing and with the new continuous 
updates, how can you be sure your internal teams are keeping up 
with the latest functionality in the system?

Your CRM administrators make a critical contribution to 
maintaining the integrity and quality of your system data. Our 
personalised training empowers them to use the system in the 
most efficient and correct way possible. 

On-demand Administration Training can be as little as 4 hours a 
year for a dedicated one-off training session, right up to 16 hours 
spread throughout the year as required.  

How will your CRM administrators benefit? 

Always up to date with latest functionality

Maximise value from new functionality, creating impact for your 
users and your business

Previous knowledge is consolidated and ready to build on

Continuous upskilling

Release Management

Are you certain of where current system deployments are made 
and tracked within your CRM? Do you know how to release a 
change to your CRM? And can you list all the changes made to 
your system in the last year? 

If you answered ‘no’ to any of these questions, your business may 
not be following best practice for release/change management. 

There is a real risk that you could lose crucial functionality in 
a future deployment, or, worse-still, when you’re testing new 
functionality in your test system, errors and bugs are hidden as 
your test environment differs to production.

Fusion5 can work in partnership to implement change & release 
management processes within your business.

How will your CRM administrators benefit? 

Not losing valuable changes in system

Efficient releases / less cost to support

Automated releases to reduce human error - online only

No surprises for staff

Security Review

Enjoy peace of mind when it comes to system security. 

You implemented a well-thought out security model that ticks 
all audit and compliance boxes, but as your usage of the system 
progresses, changes can happen that compromise your perfect 
security model.  For instance, it’s common to tweak the system 
to provide short-term elevated access during staff leave periods, 
or to perform testing during a smaller enhancement or release. 
However, the need for higher levels of access isn’t always required 
long term, and the security permissions should be returned to 
normal. 

Our twice-yearly Security Review will make sure your CRM security 
permissions are reviewed and in place correctly. 

What do we check on?

Correct level of access

Separation of duties and compliance where needed

Optimisation of licensing spend

Warrant of Fitness

Like your car, your CRM requires ongoing and regular maintenance 
to stay healthy. An annual health check by Fusion5’s experienced 
team, in conjunction with your users, will help keep your CRM 
roadworthy. 

The Fusion5 Health Check is designed to drive and optimise the 
performance of your CRM, rationalise database size, improve 
system usability and verify its integrity.

What do we check on?

Duplicate detection

Waiting workflows

Suspended system jobs

Bulk deletion 

Third party solution versioning etc. / patching

Consistency of environments

Event log errors (on premises)

Cleaning up old solutions

Redundant fields 
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Australia Fusion5.com.au +61 3 9922 5519 New Zealand Fusion5.co.nz +64 9 379 0525

Monthly pricing starts from PartnerPlus customer Fusion5 customer

CRM Monitoring $250 $450 Continuous monitoring and 
reporting.

Automated Testing $250 $450
Out of the box functionality.  
Custom functionality is  
priced separately.

Administration Training $260 $295 Based on an 8 hour engagement  
twice a year.

Security Review $130 $145 Based on a 4 hour engagement  
twice a year.

Release Management $250 $300

Warrant of Fitness $130 $145 Based on an 8 hour engagement.

Release Cycle Assessment $260 $295

End User Adoption $260 $295 Based on a 16 hour engagement.

End User Adoption

Getting buy-in from your end users is crucial  to the success of any 
CRM system. Our consultants will spend time with your end users 
to get a better understanding of how they are using the system 
day to day to help highlight any areas that could be improved for a 
better end user experience. By allowing face to face time with our 
consultants, your end users will get a better sense of ownership 
around the system and have more of a direct influence on how 
they are able to interact with it.

End User Adoption consultation can be as little as 4 hours a year 
for a dedicated one-off training session, right up to 16 hours 
spread throughout the year as required.

Release Cycle Assessment

Microsoft have modernised the way in which they are pushing 
updates to your solution, now how do you stay on top of 
the features being released that will impact or improve your 
solution? With this module, our consultants will review the 
new features and functionalities that will be applicable to your 
solution and integrations. Our experts can then provide future 
recommendations and impact assessment reports of the upcoming 
updates.

How you will benefit:

No broken functionality post update

Business improvement ideas presented to your company

Enhancing your solution with available functionality

Maximise the return on investment 
in your CRM by taking a proactive 
approach to maintaining and 
achieving peak performance. 
Significantly reduce last-minute work 
orders and BAU tickets by planning 
these services across your year.  

Choose 1-8 options from our CRM 
Supercharge Programme from as little as 
$250 a month. Just review the options 
and ask us for a quote for our monthly 
subscription service. Or call us if you’d like to 
talk through which options we recommend 
for your business. 
*Discounts apply to customers currently under Fusion5 
PartnerPlus Support Agreements.

Find out 
more...
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